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Arson
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vehicle was approached by the suspect and was then noticed to be
set on fire, suspected of being caused deliberately.
Vehicle set alight at location by person(s) unknown.
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Arson

Unknown suspects have set fire to a tree outside the venue.

Burglary in a Dwelling

Suspects gained entry though an unsecured window at the rear of the
property and then used the key which was on the patio door to unlock
it and left by the same route since the chain was put across the main
front door inside
victim states her post is going missing and that her phone messages
are being diverted to another machine
rear window smashed, house trashed, items believed taken from
address
Suspect has climbed onto porch roof, attempted to gain entry. No
entry gained
insecure shed opened and mountain bike stolen
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Three sheds have been broken into. The sheds are located in a room
situated on the outside of the Block of flats. The room has a secure
locked door to get to the sheds.
Suspects appear to have climbed over a side wall and have then
smashed through the glass panel of shed door in order to gain entry
and steal property from the shed.
Victim claims his mobile was stolen from his work, no other details
given
unknown offender(s) break lock of shed using unknown implement,
enter and steal items including lock, then make off in unknown
direction
4 suspects, one of which wearing balaclabe. Upon arrival, all 4 star
burst. One wearing balaclava caught and arrested.
Suspect has hit door causing a crack down the locking side.
Victim 2 had his car damaged during an argument and fight between
victim 3 and suspect.
Scratch to passenger front door, appears to be a key or similar.
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Neighbours are looking after victims house and vehicle while on
holiday and noticed today rear window has been broken.
Criminal damage
unknown suspects damage victim plant machine windows by throwing
stones.
Damage caused to victims vehicle while parked at venue - No known
Suspects / No known CCTV

Criminal Damage To M/V

Victim 1 has been having ongoing issues with the local travelling
community after banning them from her establishment. Numerous
calls have been made by her over the previous few weeks.
Eggs and stone thrown at lorry door. Little damage caused.

Criminal Damage To M/V

Damage to a vehicle window found.

Other Criminal Damage

criminal damage to padlocks attached to metal poles blocking
entrance on cricket green field - both padlocks have been broken
By unknown suspect stealing victims bag from stated venue, by
unknown means.
Victim has had her wheelie bin stolen overnight.
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Personal Property

Suspect has turned up at mothers address and stolen £700 out of her
bedroom whilst she has been outside. Entry via rear garden to
bedroom window.
By suspect forcing victim who is disabled to buy baby items from
them.
2 young males were riding a scooter, approached the victim and
punched him twice in the face and stole his watch and bracelet.
Victim threatened with a knife for his property
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Theft From M/V

property taken from the vehicle, item then discarded

LOVE LANE

Theft From M/V

unknown suspect has smashed van window and stolen a camera from
inside
The offside wing mirror has been completely broken off from the
vehicle while parked outside victims home address.
Suspect/s have broken window and taken items from within
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Victim 1 left his motorcycle parked and locked in the car park at his
homes address and returned to find that his motorcycle was gone.
Victim has parked his motorcycle outside his home address. He
checked on it at 0300 hours and it was still there. He awoke at 07:30
hours and it was missing.
Suspects have taken the bike in the hours of darkness and have
ridden it away from the scene as seen on CCTV.
Victim has discovered his vehicle is missing after being contacted by
Police. Police came across the vehicle directly on Borough Road
Mitcham.
Victim parked his bike on the driveway in front of venue and last saw it
at around 2230 on 25/8/16. Checked on the bike the next morning at
around 0750 and discovered that it had been taken.
Moped stolen whilst parked on the driveway outside the front of the
care home
Three(3) white males have taken a pedal cycle from the communal
hallway of the block of flats.
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